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Outline of "The Poetry of Rudyard Kipling". 
I. Biographical sketch. 
1. Early life in India and in England. 
2. School training. 
a. Eduf:af{iion at Westward Ho. 
b. Early literary honors. 
(1) Editorship of the nunited Service 
College Chronicle~ 
3. Later Life. 
a. Life in India. 
(1). Connection with the 11 Civil and 
Military Gazette11 and 11 The Pioneer"., 
(aJ .. Poetic contributions to the 
papers: uDepartmental Ditties n • 
. b. Life in America and England. 
(1). Marriage to Miss Caroline Balestier. 
(2)v Contributions to literature. 
II. Influences affecting Mr .. Kipling's Poetry,. 
1. India ... 
2. Extensive travels. 
3. Authors: William Henley, Swinburnet 
James Thomson, Bret Harte, 
Macaulay, Defo~, Dickens, the 
Compilers of the Bible and 
Rudyard Kipling. 
III. Subject m~tter of Mr. Kipling's poetry. 
l."School Boy Lyrics 11 • 
2. "Departmental Ditties" .. 
a. Their origin. 
b. Transcript of the title page. 
c. Characteristics, of the 11Dittiesu. 
(1). Imitation of Poe~ Fitzgerald 
and others. 
( 2),. Limited appeal-
d~ Society Verse. 
(1)¥ Most characteristic poem: 
nThe old Song u. 
e. Poems of satire and.cynicisrn.. 
(1),. "study of an elevation, in 
Indian Inku .. 
(2). ~'The story of Uriah". 
(3) ~ nPagett, M. p.,n 
3 .. The "other Versesn"' 
•••• 
a. Characteristic poems: 
(1). Sea Ballads. 
(a~·. "The Ball~d of Fisher :• s 
Boarding Housen~ 
(b) 11 The Galley Slave". 
(c). nBallad of the Bold!.var". 
(d) .. 11 :t:i•Envoi 11 • 
·.~ 
. ( 2).. Satirical poems. 
(a). 11 The Conundrum of the Workshop". 
(b). 11 Tomlinsonu. 
(3) Other poems. 
(aJ. nThe English Flag 11 • 
(1) .. Criticism! fatal geography and 
astronomy. 
(b). uThe Ballad of East and Wes.t". 
(1). Criticism: wornout method of 
treatment .. 
(c) • "Rhyme of the Three Captains 11 • 
(1). Criticism: obf\:CUrity. 
~. Barrack Room Ballads. 
a. Growth of Mr. Kipling's poetic expression. 
b. Development of two new types of characters. 
(1). The British army officer. 
(2). The Private soldier. 
c. Master of the singing ballad. 
d. Most characteristic poems. 
(1). tt.Fuzzy Wuzzy". 
( 2) ~ 11 Tommy". 
(3). "Danny Deeverr'. 
(4) • "Mandalayn. 
(a). Reasons for its popularity .. 
(b). Banjo song. 
5.. nThe Seven Seaen .. 
a. Accomplishment of Mr. Kipling's fame. 
b. Characteristic poems. 
(l).Poems belonging in the B~rrack room 
section: 
(a)~ ttMary, pity Womenn. 
(b}. ncholera Camp" • 
.. 
(c)~ "The Shut - Eyed e Sentry". 
(d). "The Men that Fought at Minden" .. 
( e) • 11 Th e k"'<ii e-.s.!' ~' • 
(:f). "Soldier and Sailor Too n. 
(g). rtPrologue to Mr. Kipling's nArt"4 
(2). The Seven Seas Section. 
(a). Aim of these poems,. 
(1). Sing a song of steam. 
(2) .. Sing a song of the empire. 
(b). Poems. 
(a). ttMt .Andrew1 s Hymn" .. 
. (b). 11 The Mary Gloster". 
(1). Excellent portrayal of 
character. 
(c). "The Rhyme of the 'Dhree Sea.lers 11 • 
6. Political or ·didactic verse. 
a. Poems. 
_, 
(1). "The Sons o:f Martha'', ttr:ru, "The Gall.e~ 
Slave 11 , ".A .So~ of- t,b:e Englishu, "The 
Engli$h Flag11 , "The Song of Diego'. Valdez 11 , 
"Tlle Whit~-- Man 'f_:_;,_;r&en". 
-~-
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(2)a uThe Sons of Martha.". 
a. Mr. Kipling's touch with human life 
and society. 
b. The poem's influence on other writers: 
contribution of new words and phrases. 
7. Narrative poems. 
a. "Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House" .. 
b. ''Ballad of East and West" .. 
c. "M' Andrew's Hymntt. 
d~ nThe Rhyine of the Three. Sealers". 
e. uThe Mary Glos·ter". 
f. 11Edd.i-e' s Service". 
g. nThe Ballad of Minepit Shaw11 • 
8. Nature Poems. 
a. The sea poeme~. 
(1). New treatment of the sea. 
(2). Oha.racterietic poems-. 
(a). "The Song of the Banjo 11 • 
(b). "The Feet of Young 
( c) .. 11 ~e Long Trail". 
(d). "The Lost Legion 11 • 
Men''. 
(e). "The Sea and the Hillen. 
(3). Mr. KipliP~ 1 s method: suggestive 
rather than detailed. 
_! 
.,. 
b. Poems; of Homesickness:::and· of.Home. 
(I) .• 11 Christmas;:-in~.India'1 • 
(2)~ "Song of the Wise Childrenn. 
(3). HThe Native Bbrnn. 
( 4 ) • 11 Su s sex" . 
9. The "Recessional 11 • 
I 0. 
a. It's effect on the Eng,li sh people. 
b. It,' s Imperialistic toneo 
c. Itl.s origin. 
Mr. Kipling,' s War.~· Poe t:t:y. 
a. His influence onr.the thought of the world war. 
~I). Belief in righteous retribution. 
~a)~ "The Beginnings". 
l b). 11 The Children". 
{2). His cry against pacifism. 
~a). r1 The Song at-Cock Crow". 
l b). "The Song of the Lathes 11 • 
(3). His cry for justice. 
~a). 11 Justice". 
II. Mr •. Kipling's Universality. 
12. Study of Mr. Kipling's metres* 
a. Unsucces.sful use of blank verse. 
~I). none ViceroyResigns 11 • 
(2). 11 Giffen's Debt". 
l3). 11 The Sacr±fi ce of Ex-Heb;11 • 
b. Maa:tery- in the handling of difficult metre. 
c. His employment of"t~e ilexandrine. 
. 
•
• 
13. Mr. Kipling 1 s hero es 7 • portrayal of Mr. Kipling' e 
religious ideas • 
. l4a Mr. Kipling's poetical characters • 
a. Men of action and of energy. 
15. Mr. K:)..pling 1 s nimperialismff. 
a. His doctrines as expressed in nA So.ng 
of the Engliehn. 
16. Mr. Kipl1ng 1s place in literature. 
b. An authority on the fashion5 and 
characters of Englishmen$ soldiers~ 
sailors, colonizers and administrators. 
·.·.-· 
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The Poetry of .Radyard Kipling. 
"Rudyard Kipling was born at Bombay on the thirtieth 
of December, I865. His mother was the daaghter of the Rev . 
G. B. Macdonald, a Wesleyan preacher. His father, John 
Lockwood Kipling, also the son of a Wesleyan preacher, was 
appoin"t;ed as the professor of Architect-:lral Sculpt-:;.re in the 
British School of Art which had been established at Bombay. 
The first five years of R-:1dyard Kipling's li-fe, 
excepting a short visit to England with his mother,were 
spent in his native city, bat in I87I he was taken to 
England and left. Here it is beJ.ieved he spent several 
-:1nhappy years, for in some of his stories he tells us 
of the unhappiness of little children who have been separated 
from their parents. 
In I87? he was visited in England by his mother. 
The ne~t year he spent a,few weeks with the senior Kip-
ling in Paris, and when his parents returned to India in 
1887, he was entered as a pupil at the United Service 
Co 11 eg e of We s tw ar d li~ , at B i deford, Nb r th Devon. Ru d-
yard Kipling was noted at school principally for his wi.t; 
his gift of story. telling, and his fa ci li ty at writing. 
He held for two years the editorship of the "United 
Service OoJ:lege Chronicle", where many bright verses and 
articJ_es appeared over his signatare. As a scholar he was 
not distinguished, tho-:lgh he was extrao.rdinarily bright 
~ 
• 
• 
and quick at any intellect-.aal problem when he chose to 
apply his mind to it and he carried away from the insti-
tution a well deserved first pr~ze in English literat-.are. 
At the age of seventeen Klipling joined his parents 
in I,ndia, and through his father's influence obtained a 
position on the editorial staff of.the Lahore "Civil and 
., 
Military Gazette". Here he served an apprenticeship of 
five years, leaving in I887 to become assistant editor of 
the "Pioneerl1 at Allahabad. The latter positj,on he held 
ti 1]. 188 g. 
Perhaps the dr-.adgery of a newspaper office, varied 
by missions to the frontier and to different parts· of In-
dia was the best possible training for his afterwork. The 
editor of the "Gazette11 has said of Mr. Kipling, "If you 
want to find a man who will .cheerfully do tbe work of 
three men, you should catch a yo-::1ng genius". 
Throughout these seven years Mr. Kipling was contribut-
ing poems, short stories and miscellaneous articles to the 
newspapers with which he was connected. At first he seems to 
have been permitted· to do this rather as a favor, but in I888 
when he was b-: .. 1 t twenty, his name was widely known in India. 
11De:partmental Ditties 11 published by himself, bro:.1ght his 
first fame; "In BJ.ack and White" established it. In I889 
he was sent by "The Pioneer" on a leisurely journey th.ro\lgh 
India, and by way of Japan, San Francisco and New York to 
England. His contrib:utions to "The Pioneer" were publ~shed 
\ v I 
a-JL 11 Letters of Marque" and "From Sea to Sea 11 • In I890 ap-
peared rrplain Tales from the Hills" and 11 The Light.that 
F.ailed". Mr. Kipling was the literary lion of the moment. 
In I89L he- set off on .. a great tour, visiting South Africa, 
Ceylon, Australia and New Zealand. 
In January 1892 he married Miss Caroline .Balestier, 
sister-of his fr{end Wolcott~Balestier, inl.collaboration 
with whom he had written the 11 Naulahka 11 • In April was.pub-
lished 11 B~rrack Room Ballads~. 
Mr. and Mrs o Kipling now· settled at .Brattleboro , 
Vermont. Here he wrote. "Captains Courageous 11 , which had a 
very-great, success-~ and many poems and shortt. stories, in-
. 
eluding those in 11 The Jungle Booksu. The last .were publish-
ed~ in .. 1894 and .. I895. respectively. 
In I8:96 Mr o. an.d,.Mrs. Kipling returned to England, 
and': in 1898 went to live at Rotting.dean and later moved 
to Burwash.; In I899 he•. was;, taken very seriously i 11 in New. 
Yo-rk, when the,_ public of England and America waited f.or 
bulletins with an anxiety that it would have .shown for 
scarcely any other living man. The _same year his,:daughter.( 
Josephine died from pneumonia. 
In I90L there appeared the most notable of Mr ... 
Kipling's longer narratives-- "Kim". T!~is marvelous pan-
orama oL.life in India wasr:followed:the next..,year by 
"The Jus:t.So Stories 11 , a book for children. In 1902 the 
• 
I 
\ ':1: I 
a'J. thor visited the Canadian N.orthwes t where he .received a 
most enth-:Asiastic V'relcome,and the same year he was awarded 
the Nbb el prize for J.i t era t-:1re. Among,_, his later writings 
are 11 'T"raffic and Discoveries", "Puck of Pook's Ht-il!J.n, ".No-
tions and Reactions 11 , "Rewards and Fairies", "A H-Q.story of 
Eng).acnd11 (written with 0. R.E.Fletcher) a·nd "The Rar.:bor 
watch"(a play). D.1ring the Wor1.d War he contrib':.1ted many 
articles dealing~, wi tb .. the war :. to the magazines. His more 
recent books are "France at War", "Fringes of Fleet" , "Sea 
Warfare" and (in I9I7) "A Diversity of Creat-ures!' 
Th~ so~1l of Mr. Kipling no le.ss than his body was 
porn in India. Inc'!-ia with her glaring co lonrs I her q"Ui ver-
ilJg ~ats~; her thirsts, her craelties, stamped a lasting 
impression on his spirit. To him India was one monstro':ls 
sentient being •. restless· and bewildering, never completely 
-:.1nder s to ad. He savr her a 11: 
11 Snoke and flame 
From simla to the haze below 11 • 
He was fascinated by the "terror by night" that never slept, 
how so ever peacef-ul. the land might seem. He took a cnrions de-.;. 
light in prying into the horrors that are not well for the 
eyes of man to see. Mr. Kip ling looked at tb e co~ntry' s lan-
g':.lors and its laJG.lries and felt their influences and wrote 
abo"..I t them. 
B"..It India is not the only force that has affected Mr. 
Kipling's spirit, for he has been fork1nate enough to have 
•• 
\ ;.} J 
tra'l'eled. over the entire world. Hier ... e att- last comes; a man 
whlc;>c, i:ttwould seem,has been everywhere, observed everythi.ng, 
arrived at the meaning_of his dis~overies and k·no.ws' h0:.w. to. 
make us perceiV'I.e V~rith our 0~1n, eyes what he has view·ed with 
his--a maru.who k-nows: perfectly the lif"e am<i-me.mrers:·. of men 
in· Thdia, S:Oa th. Aifri ca, th1e Ubi ted... s:ta tes, N.ew:f'ountdland, 
the East End of LOndon, Eng_J.d.sh: country villag~s and the 
islands of the sea. His range of subjects_, obtained from 
wide spread.knowledge of the world,is unlimited.. He is everu 
able to write fluently in every <fialect. · 
Mr.roiplli:inK bears~ the influences, not only of' his en-
vironment,but al'so of· the writers. whose works and style he 
studied. Tlie writers who have influenced. Rudyard Kipli:ng 
are chiefly, William Ernest Henley, who showed him· the way 
to promotion and pay; .J~ames- Thomson, whobrought home to him 
the s-;.1ggestion of "'The City of Dreadful Night 11 ; :Sret Rarte1 
who drew his attention to the li:terary pi. ctures:q-:1enes's of 
th:e vagabond;: Ma.~aa~la'Y, who flashed the spark which fired.. 
hit; g~ni-:.1.s foa-. proper names; llefoe, who ta-;_rght himr the trick 
oft using minute detail and precise terminology; Dickens, 
who inspired him to sympathize with the lowly and to see the 
b-;_rrnor that dwells in sma 11 things:. t;b.e campi lers of' the 
B1ble, who gave him a laq-ge share of· his diction and show-
ect..himr the value of s:imp;t.:Lcity; and J.astJ.y, R-;_rdyard Kip-
1.ing1who gave him his irqny, his fl~shlight power, his 
craftsmanship, his ind-ustry, invention, insight, and ability 
( 6) 
to make a dream come true. 
Mr. Kipling started his literary careerTat the early 
age of sixteen .. The early poems were written and published 
while he was still at school, under the name of "Schoolboy 
Lyrics". Tiley are possesed of .the flow and force of right 
words;:;tha.t mark so strongly his later work; but as. might be 
expected, the trail of a boyish decadence is over all. How-
ever, the "cynicism'' is in no wise silly; and among these 
youthful ou t-pouringa are a few things worthy of a grown 
man. In these poems Mr. Kipling deals mostly with a dual 
scheme of Creation. He believed that every time the Lord 
created a living being the DeviLcreated its parody. 
It wa.s "DepartmentaLDitties," that brought Mr. Kip-
ling his earliest fame. In view of his later work their in-
fluence was greatly exaggerated. This verse was strictly 
for "those whom it might concern,'' that ie, for those whose 
lot was cast among the humors and chicaneries of Anglo-
Indian officialdom •. We can imagine them enjoying the hits 
hugely. as they read them week by week in various Indian 
papers. The laughter which greets the ''departmental" is 
necessarily limited in area, but it was proportionally 
hearty and Mr. Kipling's first business was to win the 
laugh.· or the tear, nearest ~:.to him. 
Mr"' Kipling tells us in an interesting article in "The 
Man Who Would Be King" how the "DepartmentstL.Di tties" came in-
to being. I think this history of the origin of his early 
( ? ) 
poems is interesting eno~gh to be quoted: 
"As there is only one·manin charge of a steamer, 
so there is but one man in charge of a newspaper, and he is 
the editor. My chief taaght me this· on an. Indian journal 
and he farther explained that an order was an order .--He 
was breaking me into harness, and I owe him a deep debt of 
gratitude, which I did not discharge at the time. The 
path of virtue was very steep, whereas the writing of 
verses allowed a certain play to the mind, and could be done 
as the spirit served. Now, a sub-editor is not hired to 
write verses: he is paid to sub-·edit-- ----~-All my verses 
were digression from office work. They came wi tho-:::1t invi ta-. :· 
tion, unmanneredly, in the nature of things; but they had 
to come, and the writing o·a t of them kept me hea 1 thy and · 
amused. To the best of my remem.berance no one then discovere d 
their grevious cynicism, or their pessimistic tendency, and 
I was far toobusy, and too happy, to take thought about 
these things. So they arrived merrily, being born out of the 
life about me, and they were very bad indeed, and the joy 
of doing them was payment a thousand times their worth. 
Some, of co-:.1rse came and ran away again, and the dear sorrow of 
going in search of them was al:m.ost better than wrtting them 
clear. Bad as they were I b;Jrned twice as many as \'rere pub-
lished and of the s;1rvivors t·wo- thirds were c;1t down at· the 
last moment. Nothing can be wholly beautiful that is not 
i.lsef"Ul, and therefore my verses V"Tere made to ease off the 
• 
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perpetual strife between the manager extending his adver-
tisements and my chief fighting for his reading matter. 
They were born to be sacrificed. Rukn-Din, the foreman 
of o-:..u side, approved of them immensely, for he was a 
M'ds lim of c".llt"Jre. He wo-:..1ld say:: 'Yo".lr potery very good, 
' 
sir; j".lst coming proper length to-day. Yo-:..1 giving more 
soon?'; One-third column just proper'. A'nd in this manner, 
week by week, my verses came to be printed in the paper. 
L was in very good company, for there is always an ".lnder-
current of song, a little bitter for the most part, r-;Jn-
· ning through the Indian papers-----,.-7 --. 
My verses had the good fortune to J,ast a little 
longer than some others, which were more true to facts 
and certainly better workmanship. Men in the army, and 
int th-e O::lv-il ffervi'C:e, and in the Railway, wrote to me 
saying that the rhymes might be made into a book. Sflme of' 
them had been sung to the ba:njj,oesround campfires, and 
some had r".ln as far down the coast as Ra'!lgoon a:nd M6"..11-
meini and up to Ma-ndalay. A' rea1 book was out of' the q';les-
tion, but I kn6\'lr. that R"Jkn-Din and the office plant were 
at my disposal at a price, if I did not use the office 
time. Also I had handled in the previous year a couple of 
small books, of which. I was part owner, and bad lost noth-
ing. 8.0 there was b';lilt a, sort of a book, a lean oblong 
docket, wire s ti ched, to imitate a D .0 .Government en vel-
ope, printed on one side only, bound in brown paper, and 
. ( 9) 
sec-u.red with red tape'! 
A! transcript of the wording on the title page, or 
cov-er of this first edition of "Departmental llitties" is 
a s f o llows : : 
11 Nlo.I of I886, On her Majesty's Service 
Only, Departmenta 1 Di ttiee and Other 
Verses, to a 11 Heads of D_epartments 
and all .At'ng lo- Indians, R;..t dyar d 
1\:ipling, Assistant, Department of 
P..1b J.i c J"o:J.rna lism, Lahore District, 
I886 11 • 
M:t.KipJ.ing continues:: "It was addres.sed to all 
heads of departments and all government officials, and 
among a pile of papers would have deceived a clerk of 
twenty years' service. Of "these books' we made some hun-
dreds, and as there was no nerressity for adv.ertising, my 
public being in my hand I took reply post- cards, printed 
the nrews of the birth of the book on one side, and posted 
them :.1.p and down the IDnpire from A'den to s·ingapore, and 
from Q,-:.1etta to C'bk1mbo-----------. 
The wire binding C'J t the pages, and the red tape 
tore the covers. This was not intentioned, bat Heaven 
helps ~hose who help themselves. ConseqaentJ.y there arose 
a demand for a new edition. More verses were taken o-u.t 
and put in, and some of the new edition travelled as far 
as Hd)ng Kong on the map, a~nd each edition·grew a little 
• 
~IO) 
fatter, and at last, the book came to London with a gilt 
top and a stiff back, and was advertised in the p~blishers' 
poetry department. 
But I loved it best when it was a little brown ba-
by with a pink string ro~uJd its stomach; a child's child, 
ignorant that it was afflicted with all the modern ail-
ments; and befol~e people had learned, beyond do"oJ.bt, how 
its author lay awake of nights in India, plotting and 
scheming to write something that sho'..lld 'take' with the 
English p-:.1b li c 11 • 
From the passage I have jast q-:.1oted we can see 
that the "Departmental Ditties'' were Mr. Kipling's first 
real contrib-:.1tion to the art of poetry and. that he was 
rightly pro-:.1d of the vohlme. The di -£ties are bright, w.i tty 
and clever, b-:1t, as I mentioned above, would necessarily 
appeal to a picked a-:.1dience. It is almost impossible for 
outside readers to appreciate them. 
The "Ditties" were novel but they were riot origin-: 
al. Mr. Kipling. copied the mannerisms of Swin 1mrne, Poe, 
Fitzgerald and others. Swinburne was parodied in this 
fashion in the poem--To the Unknown Goddess": 
"WiJ.l you conquer my heart ·with your bea-:1ty, my 
sou 1 going o"J t from. afar? 
Shall I falJ. to yo· ..a hand as a victim of crafty 
and cautious snikar? 
•• 
(II) 
Have I met you and passed yo-;.1 a-lready, unknow-
ing, unthinki~, a·nd blind? 
Shall _I meet you next· session st Simla, 0 sweet-
est p.nd best of yo-:1r kind"? 
Poe' a tfRaven1' was copied irfl As the Bell clinks" in 
the following manner: 
liAs I left the Halls at Tamley, rose the vision 
of a co~e.l y-
Maid last season worshipped dumbly, watched with 
fervour from afar; 
And I won.dered idly, blindly, if the maid would 
greet me k indJ.y" . 
The society verse of this volume is light and grac!i-
ful and far ahead of the poems that imitate other writers. 
"An Old Song" is perhaps one of the best and merriest and 
has a delightful swing. The last verse is as follows:· 
"By Dackett, Billetdoux, and File, 
By Mountain, Cliff, and Jl'ir, 
By Fan, and Sword and Office- box, 
By Corset, Plume, and Sp-ur 
By Riot, Revel, Waltz, and War, 
_ ByWomen, Work, andBells, 
By all the life that fizzes in, 
The everlasting Hills, 
If yo-a love me as I love you 
What pair so happy a·s we tvvo?" 
• 
.. 
(I2) 
"The Mare's Nest" and .uPink Dominoes" are of the same 
~ype---light fare but spicy. 
There were a l.so a few poems of . sa tire and cyn-
~cism •. The most famous of these_ is .the_ 11 ~tudy of~an E.le-
vation, in Indian Ink". Potiphar Gubbins, C .E., its hero_, 
- .. .. ' . ' . . . . - .. . . . 
is known to all. He is an eternal type that flourishe~ 
~tnder any bwrea""...1cracy. The last. verse contains the main 
theme of the poem: 
"Lovely Mehi table Lee, 
Let me inquire of thee, 
Should I have riz to what Potiphar is, 
Hadst thou been mated to me·?'' 
"The Story of Uriah;~ is far better than th.is. At 
fir.st its deep and bitter indignation is concealed un-
der a light tone but it buret$ out. unrestrained in the 
last verse. Mr. Kipling is lashing someone with a c-:1tting 
whip in this tale of how: 
"Jack Barrett went to Q,-;.1etta 
B~cause they told him to. 
H_e left his wife at ·simla 
On three-fourths hie monthly screw. 
J·ack Barrett died at Q,uetta 
Ere the next month's pay he drew 11 --
and the last two verses: 
"And when the Last Great Bugle Call 
Adown the liurnai throbs, 
( I3) 
And the last grim joke is entered 
In the big black Book of J"obs, 
And Q,';1etta graveyards give again 
Their vi ctirns to tb e ai±, 
I shouldn't like to be the man 
Who sent Jack Barrett there." 
"Pagett, M.P." a satire, voices Mr. Kipling's im-
patience with the men who travel through the East and 
mock the hard lot of the Anglo-Indian official. Pagett 
didn't believe in the stories of Indian beat ~ntil he 
had witnessed the sandflies, the dust storms, ''Cholera 
Morb\.lsl1 and returned home:: 
uAnd I laughed as I drove from the station, but the 
mirth died out on my lips 
As I thought of the f.ools like Pagett who write of 
their 'Eastern trips', 
And the sneers of the traveled idiots who duly 
misgovern the land, 
And I pray to the Lord to deliver another one in-
to my hands.;, 
The "Departmental Ditties", pertaining strictly to 
the Indian official world are seventeen in rr~mber. Of 
th.!s! seventeen I have mentioned what seemed to me to be 
the most important, namely---"St';.ldy of an Elevation, in 
Indian Ink", "The story .of Uriah 11 , and "Pink Dominoes". 
The 11 0ther Verses" and ballads contained in the 
( 14) 
same volume are far in advance of these personal poems. 
There are two s.ea ballads, "The Ballad of Fisher's 
Boarding House", and ''The Galley Slave" which secreted 
· · the br-..1 ta 1 vigor and the knock- down metaphor of a 
later ballad "The Ballad of the Bolivar". 
nThe Ballad of the Bolivar" easily stands first 
among Mr. Kipling's sea ballads. However it is marred by 
the inartistic ~se of techinical terms incomprehensible 
to any b:.1t the na";ltical reader, but its imaginative 
vitality is s-:.1ch, its metaphor is so simply forcible, 
its rhythm so compelling, tha~ they overcome a 11 its 
flaws, and fix it sec-:.1re],.y in the memory. 
Another na:.1tical poem that is different from any-
thing else in the book is "L'Envoi". It is richly musi-
cal, and the chorus has a rhythm like that of the waves: 
"There's a whisper dow.n the field where the year 
has shut her yield, 
And the ricks stand grey to the sun, 
Singing:--' Over them, come over, for the bee has 
quit the clover, 
And yo-:.1r English s':.lmmer' s done' n 
There are· two other poems of a different na tare: 
11 The Conundrum of the Workshop" and 11 Tomlinson". For sa-
tire in verse Mr. Kipling has a marked gift. He hits as 
hard as Tennyson could do now and again when he was so 
minded, though his method is rougher and more diffuse. 
•• 
•· 
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The method of "Tomlinson", so far as its metre and rough-
and-ready imagination go, Mr. Kipling learnt from Mr. 
Buchanan· in such ballads as 11 The Vision of Man Accurst". 
Using it th'-ls, humoro-usly, Mr. Kipling achieves his end 
of introducing 11 Tomlinsonn; that is, of fixing in cari-
cature a type not yet before pinned down. Tomlinson 
stands for one of those book fed half-and-half dilettante 
products of civilization, who have never really lived at 
a 11: 
" 'This I have read in a book,' he said, 
'and that was told to me, 
And this I have thought that another man thought 
of a Prince in Muscovy' • 11 
Tomlinson has passed into the language. The method is 
just a little common even for satire. Only the force of 
the idea saves it. 
n The Co n-:.lndram of the Work shop", from a literary 
point of view is a more interesting performance than 
"Tomlinson." Kipling is fond of sneering at "Art with 
a big A." No doubt certain criticisms on his work provoked 
his bitter, witty rejoinder. 
Mr. Kipling represents the devil as the arch-critic. 
Whatever man has done he has always been there to cry: 
11 You did it, but was it Art?" Adam arid lloah, and the 
builders of Babel, were not artists, b-:1t strong men of 
action. The question was irrelevant to them. Mr. Kipling 
• 
• 
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chose his examples badly for the force of his satire. Only 
in the next to the last verse is the example to the pointe 
"When the flicker of London sun falls faint on the 
Club-room's green and gold, 
The sons of Adam sit them down and scratch with their 
pens in the mould--
They scratch with their pens in the mould of their 
graves, a.nd the ink and the anguish start--
For the Devil mutters behind the leaves: 'Ifs- ·pretty, 
but is it Art?" n 
Eleven of the poems in the ballads of the "Other Verses" 
} 
are not to be considered Art. t1 The Last Suttee," "The Ballad 
of the King's Mercy," "The Ballad of the King'esJestw" "With 
Scindia to Delhi , 11 "The Lament of the Border Cattle Thief:J;" 
11 The Ballad of 'Clampherdown' , 11 n The Sacrifice of Er-Heb, 11 
11 The Explanation." ''The Gift of the S~a," "Evarra and hie 
Gods," "The .Legend of Evil," are all commonplace, dull or 
bad in their several ways. "The Ballad of Boh Da Thone," 
is cheap burlesque, a .. nd "0lea~ed" and "An Im:perial Rescript" 
wrong headedly conceived and indifferently executed. 
Three poems only remain: "The Ballad of East and West," 
"The Rhyme of the Three Captaine , 11 and "The English Flag." 
"The English Flag", begins well. Its first eight lines are 
spirited. They stir one. 
\ J_ ( } 
"Winds of_ the World, give answer! 
They are whimpering to and fro--
And what should they know of England who only Eng-
land know?--
The~poor little atreet-bredipeople that vapour 
and. fume and. brag , 
They are lifting their heads.:in the stillness to 
yelp at the English Flag~ 
Mu.s:t .. we. borrow a. oloutLfrom the Boer--to plaster 
anew with dirt? 
An Irish liar's bandage, or an English .. coward' s 
shirt?., 
We may not speak of England; her Flags to sell or 
share. 
What is· the .B'lag of England? 
Winds of the~W6rld, de~lare! " 
Were the rest. of the poem equal to these first_ 
eightvlines, the poem had been a success. But they are 
not. Kipling's fatal geography and astron~my, are call-
ed on~. to take the.r..:p lace of. inspiration; and as.:no thing 
can take. it's place, tln.e.y fail. Mr. Lionel.,_Johnsen, in 
ther: 11 Academy" finds it 11 g'reviously spoiled, by exaggeration 
of tone 11 • 
11 The Ballad of Eaattand West" is generally 
better~ though not so good in any one passage. 
It tells a stirring story of magnanimity to a 
t i8) 
. fallen foe, and of the appreciation of bravery even 
among enemies. 
''There is neither East nor West, 
Border, nor Breed; nor Birth, 
When two strong men stand face to face 
Tho', they cg)me from the endS of the earth .. 11 
The Macaulayish methods of telling the story 
is out worn- as is likewise the metre: 
"Kamal is out with twenty men to 
raise the border-· side, 
And he has lifted the. Colonel', s mare 
that is the Colonel~ s pride: 
He has lifted her o-:.1 t of the stable 
door between the dawn and the day, 
And turned the calkins upon her feet, 
and ridden her far away. 11 
"The Rhyme of Three Captains 11 is the most obscure 
of Mr. Kipling's poems. It is a dull story, choked with 
nautical technicalities that make it more than usually 
tiresome and its metre is open to the same objections 
as that brought against "The Ballad of East abd West." 
"Barrack Room Ballads" marks a long step forward. 
Grip, precision, control over metre have increased 
infinitely. The slang of the canteen is used with 
amazing skill. Two new types of characters he drew 
as no one had drawn them before- the yo-:.1ng British 
•• 
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·officer and the private soldier, the long service 
man of that day • Since these songs were written 
there has been a great change in the atti t':lde of the 
general public to the army.. And part of this change 
is probably d~1e to society's growing knowledge of 
the soldier's life. 
Mr Kip ling vo~ced the unb.aP.!Pineea of being 
misunderstood,. the impatience of never - ending 
criticism, the desire for smypa thy in the plea 1 
"We aren't no thin red 'eroes, nor we 
aren't no blackg";Jards too 
But sing.le men in barracks, most re-
markab J.e like you." 
The soldier knew his service: 
"Walk wide o' the Widow of Windsor, 
For 'alf o' Creation she owns: 
we 'ave bo~1ght 'er the same wi t.h 
.1 
the sword an' the flame 1 · 
An' we've salted it downwith our bones." 
He kn~~ also how to respect a worthy foe, 
and none other t1lan "Fuzzy Wuzz11 , the how ling dervish 
of the Soudan who is not only hard to kill but 
"generally shammin' when 1 e' s dead." He tells us 
candidly that: 
"' Nn 'appy day with F uzzy on the r~1sh 
Wi 11 last an ' ea l thy Tommy for a year." 
\;::,UJ 
Of the singing ballad Mr. Kipling is clearly 
a master;;· His _ballad is written with swinging, jin-
gle choruses~and catchy refrains, and also are writ~ 
ten in dialect. Mr. Le Gallienne· makes the s.tatement 
that Mr. Kipling cannot write~a narrative ballad in 
simple English ... He adds;:: that as a poet Mr. Kipling 
stands::and falls with dialect. 
The. "Barrack Room Balladsn are not of equal ex-
cellence. Out:.. of:· twenty-one there are, perhaps not 
more than seven that one cares about reading again; 
but these seven are 11 Mandalay11 , 11 Gunga Din", "Danny 
DeeverJt, "Fuzzy Wuzzy" and·.11 Tammy", "Oonts" and 11 Sol-
dier.y Soldier" .Of tb..ese HMandalay11 , 11 Danny Deever'', 
11 Fuzzy Wuzzy11 and 11 Tommyn are inr.t:heir several ways:; 
perfect things. The delicious humor, the biting wit 
andthe irresistible music-hall ewing of 11 Fuzz;y Wuz;,o 
zy"and "Tommy", the tragic shiver and mournful music 
of_ 11 Danny Deever", and the romance, melody and passion 
off 11 Mandalay11 are bound to remain in the reader's 
mind. 
Here again in poetry is,. something that makes 
us,unspeakably glad. You may rank them this high or 
that high, but without doubt they are real things, per-
fect~things of their kind. They win the reader by their 
sheer literary effect. You have but to read them, and 
they provide their own dance musi.~ In .. the opinion 
of Mr. ·Le. Gal~ienne· they lose by being set:Jto music 1 
• 
• 
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which is one of the signs of their being real poetry • 
.Also one is str-... tck, particularly in"Mandalay11 by the 
wonderful. transmuting use of the commonest material. 
Its magic is made from the very ref~se of language • 
One critic has used the following fig)':.1re in referrilJg to 
"Mandalay"--! t reminds him of the IDE~;g'ic of certain 
paintings, which close at hand look~ all slaps and 
dashes of paint, like an untidy palette; but as he 
moves further and further away, the vision comes aut 
of the chaos, and soon he forgets the br:.:tsh-marks in the 
beauty. 
N9· poem in England has so taken hold of the 
English-speaking people. It seems like a puff of the 
very wind of Romance, spice laden, hot from the bur-
nished East. The battered soldier is looking back to a 
heaven that distance has made all glorious. 
••When the mist was on the rice-fields an' the sun 
was droppin' slow, 
She'd git 'er little banjo and she 1 d sing 
"Kulla- lo-lo!" 
With 'er arm upon my shoulder an 1 er cheek agin 
my cheek 
We uster watch the steamers an' the 'lathes' 
pili n' teak • 11 
The restlessness, the impatience in the clinging bonds 
of civilization-that are Mr. Kipling's are put into the 
words of the private, crying out for the East: 
( 22) 
"Where there arent t no ten commandments~ an' a 
man can raise a thirst." 
The concluding line of the refrain is considered the 
greatest and most inspired line in contemporary po_etry. 
''An' the dawn comes \.lP like thunder outer China 
' cro s t the Bay'." 
"Banjo Songs" that are inspired are far finer than 
serious poetry that is not. So "Mandalay" stands above 
almost all the work of the respectable poets of the later 
Victorian era. 
The remaining Barrack Room Ballads have their in-
terest, their humors and their good lines; but that in-
terest is mainly technical. They contribute their share to 
Mr. Kipling's·picture of the British soldiers in India; 
their valu.e stops there. They are not universalized as 
I 
work that remains must be. 
It was not until he reached "The Seven Seas 11 
that Mr. Kipling's destiny was accomplished. TF.ie gen-. 
eral average of these later poems is higher than that 
of "Barrack Room Ballads", or the proportion of good 
second class poems is larger. There is hardly a poem 
in the volume that has not some redeeming merit, of 
feeling or phrase. And if there is no "Mandalay", there 
is at least one poem sup:reme beyond the others, the 
pitiful "ballad-, "Marys Pity Women." 
"Mary, Pity Women", obviously belongs to the· 
•• 
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barrack.-..room section of the vol':..lme·. Here, Kipling takes 
the lowest type of humanity and makes it a symbol of 
tragedy and pity. There are other poems that belong in 
the same s ecti'on of 11 The Seven Seas." As a whole these 
poems rank higher than the first "Barrack-Room Ballads"--
b':..l.t there's. no "Fuzzy-W':..lzzy 11 or "Danny De ever." A~ near 
as we can approach the latter is in "Cholera Camp" 
with its almost unbearably mournful refrain: 
11 0h. strike your camp an' go, the bugle's call.in' 
1~e Rains'are fallin'--
The dead are h':..lshed an' stoned to keep 'em safe 
below. 
The Band's. a-doin' all she knows to cheer 'ils; 
The Chaplain's gone and prayed to Gowd to 'ear 
To ' ear 'ils--
0 Lord, for it's a-killin' of 'Us so~ 11 
B'ilt the strength of these poems is in their h':..1mor, 
in the delightf'Ul devil-may-care f-:1n of "Shut-Eye Sentry" 
and "The Jacket." 
"So it was 'Ro':..1nds t Wba t rounds? 'at two of a 
frosty night, 
t E' s 'oldin on by the sergeant's sash b'i1t, ·sen-
try, shut yo'Ur eye~ 
'An it was •Passt All's weJ.lt' Oh, ain't 'e 
drippin' tightt 
t E' 11 need an affidavit pretty badly by-an'-by"-J 
• 
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Other poems of' this section are "The Men that 
Fought at Minden", a ballad of' the breaking-in of' poor 
young 11 recr..1i ties", 11 The Ladies"·, sho·wing del!gh tf'ul 
f'rankness,-"Soldier and Sailor Too." :But better than 
any of t?-e ballads except "Mary Pity Women" is Mr. Kip-
ling's charming prologue in regard to his "art": 
"When 1 0mer smote 1 is bloom.in' lyre, 
He'd 1 eard men sing by land and sea; 
Ab what he thought he might require, 
'E went an' took-- the same as met" 
T-..1rning to "the seven Seas" section we find that 
Kipling is growing more ambitious,· also the songs of the 
sea do not come so nat~1ral to him as his soldier songs. 
It seems that he ,learnt of soldiers in a comparatively 
unconscious way, b'at he had to st-:.ldy about the sailors. 
T\vo ambi tiona firmly define themselves in "The 
Seven Seas": to sing the song of the :Empire, and to 
sing the song of steam; to write the scattered English 
colonies in a song and "in the labors of engineers 
and the fields, to show the develo·:pment and the eterna 1 
meanings". From a literary point of view Mr. Kipling 
has suceeded best with steam, though in both cases 
he brings evidences of energetic intention rather than 
real achievement • 
.Among the serio~1s poems of "The Seven Seas" section 
there are only two that can be said to stand O-:.lt: 
• 
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"M'Andrews' Hymn" and ''The Mary Gloster11 -and "The Mary 
Gloster" is the better of the two, 11 M1\ndr~rs 1 Hymn" is 
interesti.ng mainly for its intention "to sing the Song 
o' steam." The old Scotch engineer, with his Calvinism 
would be distinctly tiresome· b-:.1t for some good lines 
Kipling puts into his mouth: 
"That minds me of our Visco-:..tnt J.oo:n...--
Sir Kenneth's kin- the chap 
Wi Russia leather tennis-shoon an 'spar ... ~ecked 
yachtin' cap. 
I showed him ro-:..1nd last week, o'er all-an' at the 
last says he: 
Mister M'Andrews, don't you think steam spoils 
romance at sea? 
Damned :i.jjitt I'd been doon that morn to see 
what ailed the throws. 
MTanholin', on my back.-.. the cranks three inches 
off my nose. 
Romance~ Those first class passengers _they like 
it very well, 
Printed and bo'.lnd in little books; but why don' t 
poets tell?? 
I'.m sick of a lJ. their quirks an' turns... the loves 
an doves they dre~-
Lard, send a man· like Robbie :Burns to sing the 
Song ot steam! 
• 
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To match wi' Scotia's noblest speech yo:n orchestra 
s<.iblime 
Whaurto .... :u:plifted like the .Just-the taLL-rode mark 
the time.« 
In "The Mary Gloster" we have a piece of character ... 
ization such as Mr. Kipling seldom achieves. An old 
ship-owner, Sir Albthony Gloster,holds conversation on 
his death bed with his only son Dickie. The old man re... 
veals both his ingrained V'J.lgari ty and also his complete 
incapacity to appreciate his son's artistic and literary 
tastes. IUs wife, long dead,has always been the ruling 
spirit in his life. His last desire is to be taken out 
in the "Old Mary Gloster 11 and haried at sea in the exact 
spot where his wife was buried. Kipling has seldom. done 
better than in the old man's last wandering speech, a 
! 
remarkably outspoken statement of the whole morality 
of man •. 
"Mary, why didn't yo~l warn me? 
It ve 'a llus heeded to you, 
Excep'--I know-abo<.1t women; but you are a spirit 
now; 
. 
An' wife, they was only women, an' I was a man. 
That's how." 
The "Rhyme of the Three Sealers," is a story in 
swinging ballad measure of a bloody fight between the 
crews of rival-poaching vesseJ.s, which met in a heavy 
( 27) 
fog on the sealing gro"J.nds, and battle to death. 
Mr. De Lancey Ferguson discusses the poetry of 
R:.1dyard Kipling under three general heads-Patriotic and 
didactic verse, narrative. or dramatic poems, and poems 
of nature or of out door life, and lastly .... the dedi ea-
tery poe:m.s. Under these varioi.ls heads .I shall consider 
the poems which Mr. Kipling wrote from the time of the 
appearance of nThe Five· Nations" to his poetry dealing 
with the World War. 
The political or didactic verse contains many 
poems which can be termed only as po li ti ca 1 doggerel. 
These poems are: ''Et Dona Ferentes", "The Lesson" and 
worse than these two- "The Absent-Minded Beggar''. Yet it. 
includes many fine poems as-."The Sons of Martha", "If"..,. 11 
"The Galley Slave",·"NSong of theE nglish", "The Eng-
lish Flag",'~TheSong of Iili.ego Valdez", and mos~·famo·as 
of a 11, "The White Man's Burden" . In spite of their stir~ 
ling metre and splendid imagery there is nevertheless a 
strong flavor of jingoism abo"..lt such poems as "The 
Galley Slave" and "The English Flagtt and also, tbo":.lgh 
to a lesser· degree, abo".l t 11 The Song of the English. 11 
After much reading of Kipling's work one thought 
seems to dominate all others. This is the thought of loy-
alty and service, perhaps best expressed in Me Andrew' e 
words:- "Law, Order, D.1ty and Restraint, Obedience, Dis-· 
· cipline." On this commandment hang all the laws of the 
great mass of Kipling's poems. 
~·e) 
None better than Kipling realizes how completely 
the whole fabric of society depends on the unswerving 
fidelity of the worker, and none has expressed this de-. 
pendence as forcibly an9. concisely as he has in "The 
Sons of Martha.!' Here is poetry that does what the great 
mass of contemporary poetry does not do, namely, toach 
the ordinary life of a working day world. There is 
scarcely a word in the entire eight stanzas of. the poem 
hut is u.sed as a civil engineer or a railroader weald 
u. se it a dozen times a day in coarse of ordinary con... 
versation. This is considered fine: poetry. Nothing cou.ld b 
simpler or more vivid than the langu.age of these stanzas. 
".It is their care in all the agee to take the 
bu.ffet and cu.shion the shock. 
It is their care that the gear engages; it is their 
care that the switches lock. 
It is their care that the wheels l"'..ln tr.1ly; it is 
their care to embark and entrain, 
Tally, transport, 'and deliver duly the Sons of 
Mary .by land and main 
They do not preach that their God will rouse them 
a li tt J.e before the ll"J ts work loose. 
They do not teach that His Pity allows them to 
leave their job when they da.Illewell chooe·e 
As in the thronged and lighted ways, so in the 
dark and the desert they stand, 
•• 
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Wary and watchf"Jl all their days that their breth-
r en 1 s days may be long in the land. 11 
"Sons of Martha il, like so many other phrases of 
Mr.Kipling 1 s is already one of the stock references of 
writers and speakers. Lt may safely be asserted that noother 
contemporary writer has contrib"Jted so many words and 
phrases to the vocab-:Jlary of ev~ry day life, a fact that 
in itself proves the aathor 1 s connection with reality. 
And it is this power of coining phrases that makes even 
' . 
his~. doggerel of so lon&,life, for his best known expres; 
s.ions are by no means in his b-est poems. 
Though he sings so triumphantly of empire, none 
realizes better thanhe does its cost. "TheWhiteMan's 
Barden" in the volume of "The Five Nations" is the most 
famo\.ls example of his recognition of the price of domin-
ion, b\.lt "The Sea-Wife" and other.poems, notably these-
cond part of the 11 Song of the Dead", express the same 
feeling. Blood is the price of a dmir..a 1 ty. 
"
1 Tis on the bones of the EngJish, the English 
flag is stayed.u 
What ra:nk should be g~v.en to s"'..lch poems as 11 If" 
• and The Tho·asandth Man" it is not easy to say. The for-
mer must have its place in poetry beca"'..lse of its power. 
of stirring and impressing people. Here again the doc-
trine of loyalty is emphasized, in this case loyalty to 
one's own better self. The moral appears in the J.ast 
verse:: 
( 30) 
'
1 If yo-;.1 can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings--nor lose the common 
touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, b':1t none too 
much; 
If yo"J can fill the unforgiving miru te 
With sixty seconds' worth of distance r~n. 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
Atnd-- which is more-- yo-:.1 1 11 be a Man, my 
sonl" 
11 The Thousandth Man" extols the unshaken loyalty of a 
friend who will stick more close than a brother. What-
ever may be their valne as p':.lre poetry, these poems are 
inspiring. 
But greater than any of the political or didae-
tic verse are the narrative poems, that range from the 
cruel but powerful "Ballad of Yishei's Boarding House" 
' in his early volume of verses to the charming simplicity 
of 11 .Eddi' s Servi ce 11 in !'Rewards and Fairies 11 and include 
such remarkable achievements as "M' Andrew's Hymn" and 
11 Tlme Three Sealers. 11 
The most important as well as the most famous of 
the first volume of Ballads as far as narrative skill is 
concerned is 11 The Ballad of East and West." A splendid 
piece of narrative poetry it undoubtedly is but when look-
ed at from the standpoint of technicr.1e and metri ca 1 ski.ll 
• 
• 
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far inferior to his later poems. There is a haminer-like 
beat to the v.erse, an -::~.nd-:.l e protrusion of the metrical 
skeleton of the fo<Arteen syllable lines in "East and Westn 
that has been overcome in the already mentioned 11 M' An-
drew 1 s Hymn" and n The Rhyme of the Three Sealers." 
II The Rhyme of the Three Sea lersc11 is in every 
way superior to 11 East and West." All the lond.iness of 
northern seas seems compressed into one line--
uwhen the grey sea goes nakedly between the 
the weed hung shelves. n 
Ir:J the discription of the scene when the fog lifted af- · 
ter the flight, every phrase adds a fresh splash of co lor 
to the picture~ 
• 
---
11 The good fog heard-- like a spli tten sail, 
to left and right she tore, 
And they saw the sun- dogs in the haze and 
the seal upon the shore. 
Silver and grey ran spit and bay to meet the 
s tee 1-b a ck e d t i de , 
And. pinched and white in the clearing J.igh t 
the crews stared o~erside. 
0 rainbow-gay the red pools lay that swelled 
and spilled and spread, 
And gg ld, raw gold, the spentsh ell rolled be-
tween the careless dead-
The dead that rocked so drunkefL wise to wea-
\ 32) 
ther and to lee, 
And they saw the work their hands had done as 
God had bade them see !11 
Higher even than 11 The Rhyme ofr the Three Sealers 11 
are the two dramatic monologues, 11 M1 Andrew' s Hymn11 and 
"The Mary Gloster. 11 They represent the high water mark of 
Mr.Kipling 1 s achievements in the portrayal of character in 
verse. They exhi:tit.in its greatest development that grasp 
of essential. details and that astonishing command of tech-
nical terms so characteristic of their a~thor. 
The only poems in narrative form in 1'The Five Nations 11 
are politicaJ. parables. Mr.Kipling has developed a new kind 
of narrative poem fo-unded on the old ballads. In uEddi' s 
Service" the best poem of them a 11, there is not a single 
trope and scarcely even a simile. Although it is so ·naked 
of adornment,, it is nevertheless very charming and deserves 
to be quoted: 
"Eddi, priest of St.Wilfrid 
In his chape I at Manhood End,. 
Ordered a midnight service 
For such as cared to attend. 
But the Saxons wer·e keeping Christmas, 
And the night was stormy as well. 
Nobody came to service, 
Tboagh Eddi rang the bell. 
'IIWi ck ed weather for walking', 11 
Said Eddi of .Manhood End. 
•• 
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'But I go on with the service 
For s~ch as care to attend.' 
The altar-lamps were lighted,..., 
An ol.d marsh donkey came, 
B::Old as a guest invited, 
And stared at the guttering flame. 
The storm beat on at the windows, 
The water splashed on the floor, 
And a wet, yoke-weary bullock 
~Jshed in through the open door. 
'How do I know what is greatest, 
How do I know what is least? 
That is My Father's .business, 
Said Eddi, Wilfrid's priest. 
'But three are gathered together-
L1sten to me and attend. 
IIbJ;ing good news my brethren. 11 
Said Eddi of Marih0od End. 
And he told the Ox of a Manger 
And a stall in Bethlehem, 
And he spoke to the Nss of a Rider, 
That rode to Jer~salem. 
• 
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They steamed and dripped in the chancel, 
They listen and never stirred, 
While j'Ust as tho':.lgh they were Bishops • 
Eddi :preached them The Word. 
Till the gale blew off on the marshes 
A.nd the wi 11dows showed the day, 
And the Ox and the ~sa together 
Wheeled and clattered away. 
And when the Saxons mocked him, 
· Said EQ.di of Manhood End, 
1 l dare not shut the chapel 
On such as care to attend'." 
"'The Ballad of M.ine:pit Shaw" also· in "'Rewards: .. and Fairie~ 
is a good example of Mr. Kipling's later narrative style, 
but it is more obviousJ.y an imitation of the old ballads. 
Some of the :poems in his nat-.:1re and 01..1tdoor life 
group rank in :popular! ty second only to the "Barrack 
Room Ballads." These poems deserve their :po:p':.llarity be-
' 
cause there was nothing like them ·in the language be-
" fore Kipling's time. None of his predecessors ever men-
tioned what he would do if it were cold or wet. or if the 
seas were really ro".lgh. Mr. Kipling changed all this. He 
has s':lng of the seaman's love of his sea as she serves 
him or kills- in short "of a 11 the fierce, elementa 1 joys 
to which the Young Men t';lrn when the Red Gods call." 
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In "The Song of the Banjo", "The Long Trai~ ( L'Envoi to 
"Ballads and Barrack-Room :Hallads"), "The Lost Legion11 , 
and "The Sea and the Hills" he has S';Jmmed up outdoor life 
in all its phases. 
No poet has s\lng of the sea, and of man's strife 
with the sea, more splendidly than has Mr. Kipling. He 
is not afraid to say what he knows, that-
"We have fed the sea for a th?usand years 
And she calls us, still unfed, 
Though there's never a wave of all her waves 
But. marks our Eng J.ish dead. 11 
But be knows too, the irresistible call of the White 
Horses of the sea, and the joy that the men of the sea 
feel in their strife with their mighty adversary. Sea 
pict"J.res abound in all his poems, and wl;:len he wishes 
to tell how keenly the hill-men desire their hills, he 
can find no way of expressing their longing save in 
terms of the sea. 
In his sea pictures as in all his descriptions 
Mr. Kipling's method is suggestive and not detailed. 
He gives, it may be, .no more than a single word or 
phrase, buthe makes that one impression so striking 
and vivid that the reader's mind at once supplies the de-
tails and realizes the scene better than it could have. 
been done after a page of uninspired detail. 
There is however another side to Mr. Kipling's 
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nature. He understands home-sickness, and has given won-
derfu~ expression to it. "Christmas in India," as a re-
velation of the intensity of a'n exile's l.onging for 
home is second onJ.y to Swin<burne' s ".J-acobi tes' ExiJ.e. 11 
Mr. Kipling was scarcely more than a boy when he wrote 
this and he felt the loneliness and desolation with a 
keenness that an older man wonld have been incapable 
of. 
Another poem, li ttJ.e known,forms a striking com-
panion-piece to "Christmas in India". This is the ex-
quisite "Song of the Wise Children." As "Christmas in 
India" depicts the yearning of the exile for his Eng-
lish home, so the ''Song of the Wise Children" gives us 
the Anglo-Indian's recollection of the happy days he 
has spent in the land of his birth as he looks back on 
them after time has blott-ed out the memory of discom-
fort and home- sickness. There are few passages anywhere 
in Mr. Kipling' s work that can surpass, as pure poetry, 
these two stanzas: 
"We shall go back by boltless doors 
To the life unaltered our childhood knew, 
To the naked f e e t on the cool dark floors, 
And the high- cei J.ed rooms that the Trade 
through. 
To the trumpet-flowers and the moon beyond, 
And the tree- toad's -chor";Js drowning all-
And the lisp of the split banana frond 
blows 
That taJ.ked us to sleep when we were small. 11 
• 
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There is magic in such verses as that. But Mr. 
1 Kipling can do more than express the exiles desire for 
his home land, he can put into words a man's love for the 
land in which he dwells-, no matter where that land may 
be. "The Native Born" is an early and rather crude ex-
ample of this power of his, but in ;;The Flowers" we 
have the same thing in a much more restrained and ar-
tistic form. It shows the extraordinary cosmopolitanism 
of the man that he can interpret the home- love of the 
Canadian, the so~ th African, the Au a tra lian, or the 
New Zealander with as much force as he can that of the 
old Eng lander • 
The moat bea:..1tiful of all these descriptive poems 
is 11 SUssex11 • It, like the stories and poems of the 
11 P...tckn books, reflects the au thor's genuine love of the 
land in which he has made hi·s home. 
"God gave all men all earth to love, 
But since our hearts are .. small, 
Ordained for each one spot should prove 
Beloved over aJ.l; 
That, as He watched Creation' s birth, 
So we, in godlike mood, 
May of our love create our earth 
And see that it is good. 
So one sha~l Baltic pines content, 
As one some S:lrrey glade, 
.... 
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Or one the palm-grove's droned lament 
Before Lev..lka' s Trade. 
Each to his choice, and I rejoice 
The lot has fallen to me 
In a fair ground-in a fair ground--
Yea, S'.:tssex by the seat'' 
Even if he had not written "Sussex, 11 the "Puck 11 stories 
would be enough to tell us that the pleasant South-
coast country is the land that to Mr. Kipling has be-
come beloved over all. 
One poem·yet remains before I may discuss the 
World War poetry and that poem is Mr. Kipling's Jubilee 
ode "Recessional'', which has spread broad-cast on its 
own wings, and which has· done much to stamp his power 
and ability indelibly upon our minds. The "Recessional" 
was at once considered throughout the English-speaking 
world as one of the chief religious events of the decade. 
It awoke an international consciousness, and expressed 
the theology of the old-fashioned English faith. The 
verses made the English people realize that a religion 
of humanity was being preached rather than a religion 
of phil0s6~hy. 
·Mr. Kipling thus describes how he· came to write 
the "Recessional": 11 That poem gave me more trouble than 
.anything I ever wrote. I had promised the "Times" a 
poem on the Jubilee, and when it came d-:1e I had written 
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nothing that had satisfied me. The 11 Times" began to want 
that poem.oadly, anq sent letter after letter asking for 
it. I made many attempts, but no f~rther progress. Fi~ 
nally the "Times" began sending telegrams. So I sh~ t 
myself in a room with the determination to stay there 
~ntil I had written a Jubilee poem. Sitting down with all 
my previo~s .attempts before me I searched thro~gh those 
dozens of sketches, •till at last I found just one line 
I liked. That was 'Lest we forget.' Around. these words 
the 'Reces~ional' was written." 
Mr. James Lane Allen asserts that the "Recessional" 
is "probably Mr. Kipling's noblest and most enduring 
poetic achievement. It is strong but equally delicate. 
It is massive as a whole; it is in every line j~st as 
gracef~l. 11 
The uRecessional" is large enough to compass the 
scope of the British empire; it creates this immensity 
by the use of a few small details. It may be instantly 
~nderstood and felt by all men in its obviousness;; yet 
it is so rare that Mr. Kipling alone of all the millions 
of Englishmen co~ld even think of writing it. Yet the 
uRecessional'' has in it a decided hint of the spirit of 
arrogance, a feeling that the English are the Lord's 
pecnl:!.ar people. This spirit of arrogance is especially 
marked in the fourth verse: 
"God of o~r fathers, known of old, 
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Lord of our far-flung battle-line, 
Beneath whose awful· Hand we hold 
Dominion over palm and pine-
Lord God of Hosts. be with us yet, 
Lest we forget... lest we forget~ 
The t-:1mult and the shouting dies; 
The captains and the kings depart; 
still stands thine ancient sacrifice, 
An h~mble and a contrite heart. 
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet, 
Lest we forge~ lest we forget~ 
Far called, our navies melt away; 
On dune and headland sinks the fire: 
Lo, all our pomp- of yesterday 
Is one with ~inevah and Lyret 
J~dge of the Nations, spare us yet, 
Lest we forget-lest we forget~ 
If drJ.nk with sight of power, we loose 
Wild tongues that have not 
Thee in awe, 
S;lch boasting s as the Genti lea \.lS e, 
or lesser breeds without the Law-
Lord God of Hosts, be with \.lB yet, 
Lest we forget-lest we forgett 
• 
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For heathen heart that p~ts her t~~st 
In reeking tube and iron shard. 
All valliant &2st that b~ilds on dust 
And guarding, calls not Thee to ·g-:.lard, 
For fr~ntic'boast and foolish word 
Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord. u 
".Among the men who saved »~rope, let there never 
be forgot.ten the singer of manhood, of work, and of the 
homely and wholesome passiGns of the plain people. 11 This 
is the ~rord that "The Pall Mall Gazette 11 speaks for 
Kipling; and the occassion is the volume that gathers 
up the fr-:1it of h~s poetic musings for the Past sixteen 
years~ What stirrings the war brought him may be measured 
by the fact that the past few years produced three-
fourths of the sixteen years out put. 
In regard to the World War 1 Mr. Kipling believes 
wholly in the idea of righteo-:1s retr.ib-:1tion. He repre-
sents a national feeling that sentimentalism in the war 
was unthinkable. He believes that if the English hate, 
they have a good reason for hating, as "The Beginnings" 
explains: 
"It was not part of thei:r: blood, 
It came to them very late 
With ~ong arrears to make good, 
When the English began to hate. 
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They were not easily moved, 
They were icy-willing to wait 
Ti 11 every co~nt sho-ald be proved, 
Ere the English began to hate." 
The same feeling is alive in the war story of 
the German airman called the "Mary Postgate•: to which 
these verses were attached as a pendant. Mr.Kipling re-
minds ".ls that we cannot forget the ever-increasing loss 
of yo".lng lives, the tragedy of charm and brilliance sad-
denly cat short since I9I4, There is a poignant sense of 
lo sa and j-as t vengeance in n The children", written in 
I9 17:: 
"These were o-ar children who died for O".lr lands: 
they were dear in o-ar sight 
We have only the memory left of their home-
treas".lred sayings and la-aghter • 
The price of our loss shall be paid to O".lr hands, 
not another• s hereafter. 
Neither the AIJ..ien nor Priest shall decide on it. 
That is o-ar right . 
.B-at ·who shall return -:1s 0-;1r children?" 
·, .. 
, No one desirous of tracing the mind of the Eng-
li sh nati©~ with s~reness throt~gh the flu ct-;.1.a tiona of' the 
long str".lggle co~1ld find better g".lidance .than in these 
intermittent notes str-;1ck from its inward stubbornness. 
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11 We can make good all loss except the loss of t~rn-
ing back;' is an epitome of creed andcharacter that vol-
~mes of analysis coald not e.xha-:..1st. Here are to be fo~nd 
the gashes that G.:.erman fiendishness clove into the com-
placency of civilization with its 
"Abominations of old days, 
That men believed were dead." 
There are "The Q,~estionn to the address of there-
c-:1sant; the bitter comment on pacifism provoked by Rue-
sia' s perdition; and the scathing 11 Song at Cock-Crow." 
" 
"The song of the Lathes" has a metrical p-:.1lse that almost 
brings to the physical ear the whir of the munition fac-
tories:: 
11 G"..lns in Flanders--Flanders g~ns t 
( IJ.had a man that worked 'em once~) 
Shells for guns in :li'landers, Flanders~ 
SheJ.ls for g-:..1ns in :B'landers'. 
Feed the g~ns '· 11 
The closing cry of Mr .Kipling's World War poetry 
echoes that demand for j"..lstice which almost more than any. 
other emotion has -;.1nified the whole English Empire--nJ:us-
ti ce"; 
"For agony and spoil 
Of nations beat the d-:..1st, 
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For poisomed air and tort~red soil 
And. co 1 d1 commanded ln s t 1 
And every secret woe 
The shD.ddering waters saw--
Willed and f~lfilled by high and low--
Let them relearn the Law. 
That neither schools nor priests 
Nor N<ings may b-uild ag_9in 
A people with the heart. of beasts 
M'a de wise 00 ncerni ng. men. 
Whereby our dead shall sleep 
Ib hono"..lr -unbetrayed, 
And we in faith and hono~r keep 
That peace for which they paid.n 
To the mind of the serio-us Kipling lover 1 the thing 
that grows more and more impr.essive is his D.niversality. 
Almost no one has so~ght his wisdom and delight in so ma-
nyplaces or in so many classes of society. Engineers, 
cockney privates, s':lbalterns, ladies of the manor, Foer 
farmers 1 G-loucester· fishermen, bank clerks, reporters, 
yo-:lng .English children and a score of other characters 
have helped in making Mr .Kipling's poetry so pop~ lor. 
}lot only does he know people b~t also animals and.inani-
mate things. Nothing seems ever to escape his far seeing 
eyes. He is the one writer of English who satisfies q~ite 
;; . 
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f·il.J.ly the two great classes of readers, the multitude on 
the one hand, who read to be amused;. and the cultured 
minority who read for art's sake. ND living writer can 
eq-:.1al his power in presenting types from widely diverse 
but contemporaneous civilization with such striking 
artistic effect, 
Mr. Kipling's metres have been severely c~iti­
cised in Mr. ~oewes' book,.."Beitrllge zur Metrik Rudyard 
Kipling. 11 Mr. Loewe notes s-:.1ch q-:1antities as 'chance' 
and 'circumstance,' •·land' and·' conunand' that are made 
to rhyme. He calls attention to 'frock-c6at 1 and 'beam-
sea', so accented. He is concerned over the rhyming of 
long and short 'i', as 'wise' and 'homilies'. Mr Loewe's 
treatment of Mr. Kipling' s metre is too scientific to 
qnote further. 
Mr. Kipling's metres are many and varied. Blank 
verse he has seldom employed and rightly, for it is 
not his natural metre • .l:Ie has written it not in a style 
of his own bat in the style of Robert Browning. He 
has made best use of it, perhaps, in "One Viceroy 
Resigns." "Giffen's Debt", and the "Sacrifice of Ex-Heb" 
are heavy and lifeless. There is little swing in his 
blank verse, and little of that elasticity which alone 
can save the metre from monotony. More complicated as 
well as simpler metres he has employed with great effect. 
Years have made him a trJer and deeper poet, but they 
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have not broaght him greater dexterity than he possessed 
when he wrote "Christmas in India," in "Departmental Dit-
ties'':· 
"Dim down behind the tamarisks--
the sky is saffron-yellow--
As the women in the village grind the 
corn, 
And the 'mynas' seek the river-side, 
each calling to his fellow 
That the Day, the staring Eastern Day, 
is born. 11 
In later times his poem '1 The Dead King," is an 
examp1e of most masterly handling of very dif'fiC'.:1lt metre. 
It begins: 
"Who in the realm to- day lays down dear life 
for the sake of a land more dear? 
And, 1.1nconcerned .for his own estate, tciils 
till the last gr-.:1dged sands have r-.:1n?u 
He has -:..1sed the Alexandrine in "The 'Ea then" 
and "The Three Decker," and with more effect in the fine 
11 Anchor l:3ong 11 in liThe Seven Seas. 11 He has employed six-
syllable tro chai ca 1 verse, in 11 The sergeant's Wedding 11 : 
'' 'E was warned agin ' er--
That' s what made. ' im look . " 
But great as is his skill in S",.lCh forms, it is 
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equalled in his. treatment of the simplest. In the simplest 
dactylic form Mr • .K.ipling has:·:wri tten one of the most be-
witching poems .. in praise of native land. There is magic in 
every word, yett:. not .. one word. that belongs to "poetic dic-
tion:; 11• s:carce one that might no't be in the mouth of the hum-
blest. This .• poem is "Tlii.e Recalltt and is appended to a sto-
ry in "Actions and Reactions" called 11 An l:iabi ta tion EnforcedA~-· 
Mr~;Kipling' s:c•various heroes .give us the poet's idea 
of. religion and God. One of his heroes confesses, "The l..ord 
abideth back of me to guide my fighting arm. 11 This is the 
sort of diety Kipling invokes~ Indeed, his conception of God 
is_more Hebraic than Christian. God is~represented in his 
writings as•either the Lord God of Battles, 11 or the 11 Mas .. 
ter of all Good Workmen. 11 
In hisspoem to Wolc-:ott Balestier:·he makes ref.erence 
to 1'0ur.:·wise.Lord God, Master of every trade. 11 'N.ot,.only does-. 
Mr .Kipling transf.er his conception of. effort to future lif..e 
where w.e shall labor 11 each .. f.or; the joy of the w.orking, 11 but 
he makes .• fai thful work on. earth the price oL admission .. to 
both heaven and Hades. Gung~ DillL, cut .. off i.n. mid-career, dies 
inLthe perf6rmance of his~duty. He·owill be permitted to fin-
'· ish .task .. in 11 the,,place where 1 e isc~gone. !' It is. not Gunga Din. 
but .. the colorless Tomlinson who is:refused admission in turn 
to heaven and hell because he is unable t-o answer the. 11 What 
ha I 1 ye done? II 
BU. t.:. the poet has .. for.:- his:. end neither the satisfaction 
i'· · .. :~·._ . 
. , 
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ofcfighting-- the glow of the muscles-- nor the accomplish-
ment of vulgar· success. M1Andrew, the Scotch engineer"; who 
takes,· comfort;.. in~.reflecting, '1I am o' service to my kind. 
Ye wadna' blame the thought,n·: echoes M.r.Kipling 1 s own creed • 
. The. closing lines of one of: hia<.~most .. devout poems breathe 
the same spirit: 
"One stone the more swings tGl her place 
In that dread temple of ThyWorth; 
It_ is,~ enough that through Thy grace 
I saw not common on Thvr earth. n 
11 Take that vision from my ken:. 
Oh, what see'er·may spoil or:·speed, 
Help me to. need no aid from men 
That I may help such men as need." 
But valiant t.and",uncompromising as.:;is.c:M.r.Kipling' s 
creed it _,lacks.:.; the thing essential to completeness;; Ilh mak-
ing. duty, not love 1 the motive power t~ action, especially 
when thatl.action .isciviewed in .. the· light .of service to others, 
Mr.Kipling ignores the highest .. sanction for the day's-.work . 
. , 
F.orr-love, even the love that is mixed with earth--
Mr.Kipling finds little place in his gospel. Love, in our 
au thor 1 s mind, is. a very delightful incident of the day's::. 
work, but the building of bridges and engines and empires 
ministers, after alL, rather more to the growth of char~ 
''I 
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acter•and civilization. 
A study of M.r•· Kipling's poetical characters reveals 
that Mr·.; Kipling's heroes "are neither. children n~r gods, but· 
men in a world of men". They delight in mere physical strug-
gle, ,the love of h0me and the, love of roving adventure, the·. 
friendship of man for man, the remorse which follows .. wasted 
opportunities, jealousies, hatred and revenge. He was dowered 
with.. sympathy, insight, humor and style for1:three hundred and 
sixty-five days and nights. He had his vast special know-
• 
ledge with him, so to speak; but'. tft'le spirit; the woven in:: 
human tauch, the poetry and the power of output were beyond 
all special knowledge. Mr. Kipling's work is a cross-section 
through ninetee11th century society from Supi-yaw-lat to the 
Widow oLWindaor, from Gunga Din to the Viceroy. lie is inter-
ested im one thing, and one alone. It is not nature, theology, 
life even-- but lives. No.t;,humanity but:.Tom, Dick and Harry; 
n.ot·.,huma.n nature, but your nature; not the brotherhood o.f 
man, but.,Gunga Din, Disco Troop, M1Andrew, his. brothers1; The 
subject tha.t .. cannot be related to the real experience of a 
real man has no charm for him. 
But~the human nature to which Mr. Kipling introduces 
ussis .. not only vigorous and varied: iti,ie wholesome. No side 
of:_human nature is without interest:.for:·'hi:m; but the most 
fascinating side is that which struggles forrthe atta.i~ent .. 
ofJ.ideal ends.; 
Mr. Kipling's Imperialism is something that will be 
.~· 
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found. inevitable from a st'\ildy of the writer and the man. Its.=; 
roots .. are embedded·.~inlijtist those qualities from which spring 
his._,most .characteristic poetry and prose. It..,drawssnourish-
ment .. from his love of.:. action, a delight in.-- tha-t almost:. 
mounts: to a worship of,.--- speed and~,st:r:ength.andccleanne:sss 
andc. em.ergy. No-.;man echo.es.~:more loudly the._ cr::y:: "My· countrw, 
ma:y she,_ ber.aJ.wayssrigP,t!' Bu ttr.d.gp.t·~ orrwrong~- my-,countr.:.y." 
A great·~deal of;..Mr.r.;Kipling,~ s::IinperiaJ.istd.c poetry 
is::.:indirectly imperialistic_, .because it .. glorifies the strnng 
men on:.the<:.fr.ontiers; but:.the·re were certain poems.:in.which 
Mr:;;Kipling attempted, an.dcwith fB:ir:·success:, to ded'!iD:.e. the:: 
philosophy of.:. British Imperialism. 11 A Song of1 the.Engc_li.ahn· 
isoperhaps .. tthecchiefJ.of. these 1 and:...therean .. he<.s:tated-~ thee 
position occupied. by t~ec Colonie~;'~with r:eference to. Eng_land. 
Lt.was:::not perhaps great poetry, but .. at least pleasant po-
e.tr:;y, as~3We·ll as.~ s traig}l t~for:war:d and clear.~ 
11 A Nattion.;.spoke to a .Nation, 
A Q.ueen sent.word to a Throne; 
Daughter" I am in .. my mother.' s:ha.me, 
Bu t· ... mistress of .. my own. 11 
Through a:J.l the years, and .. under .. all the changing 
oondi tionf? the voice of Mr:;Kipling as;::.a national leader has. 
netVer:· changed i ts .. message. If England remains the old Eng~ 
land 1 arid. does not become the home of co smopo li tani sm and 
internationalism, .Mr:;Kipling will always_ be r.ead· ass an auth.-
• 
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or±tv··on:Englisbmen. He will remain for posterity the great. 
f:OunttoL information as;:. to the characters. and, fashions:;of 
Eng,lishmen, soldiers~~ sailor.s, colonizers and(.administrator.s, 
inn the closing years of_ the Nineteenth Centur_y and the• first 
quarter of the Twentieth • 
e-'~ . . I:~·,", . 
Summary 
I have introduced my subject 11 The. Poe-try of 
Rudyard Kipling 11 by writing a brief biographical 
sketch. Following this I have mentioned several 
of the poet~s well known books and poems and 
have tried to give a just criticism of his works. 
I have.:stated facts concerning Mr. Kipling's uni-
versality, his metres, his religion as expressed 
by his poetical characters, and-- the most impor-
tant of all-- his doctrine on Imperialism. I con-
eluded my work by stating Mr. Kipling•s place in 
literature. 
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